
MALE Costume Pieces to Bring

Note: these can all fit in a rolling bag with room for overnight clothes.

Bottom Layers undergarments so you can easily change in front of cast members, or feel 
comfortable onstage with more revealing costumes

leggings and/or 
opaque tights

helpful for the bottom part of knickers in a Medieval, 
Renaissance, or Colonial look; generally good underlayer

wig cap for hiding hair under wigs

Shoes ballet shoes fops, Prince Charming types, also can be used as 
attachments for shoulders and ears

jazz shoes easy to move in

Pants baseball pants knickers, baseball players, newspaper boys

jeans modern day, most looks past 1950s

wide leg pants bell bottom look, can also be used as sleeves for other 
looks; can be tied around shoulders to look like a sweater 
for a preppy look

Misc. bandanas, 
scarves, buffs

versatile and good for different looks from farmhand to 
artiste; these can pack a big aesthetic punch

white gloves (like 
those flexible knit 
ones you can buy 
on the street)

butlers, any high status characters

Hats fedora hat late 1800s - mid 1900s; spy; private detective

baseball cap young boy; jock; pro sports player

beret French, artistic, sophisticated

driving cap European characters; working class characters

Note: Many curtains and playing spaces are black. Look for pieces that have color (gray, white, 
etc) so you don’t blend into the background.
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FEMALE Costume Pieces to Bring

Note: these can all fit in a rolling bag with room for overnight clothes.

Bottom Layers undergarments so you can easily change in front of cast members, or feel 
comfortable onstage with more revealing costumes

leggings and/or 
opaque tights

generally good underlayer for under skirts, dresses, 

wig cap for hiding hair under wigs

Shoes ballet shoes princesses, ingenues, young women, 

jazz shoes easy to move in, can give a more polished look

Pants jeans modern day, most looks past 1950s

wide leg pants bell bottom look, can also be used as sleeves for other 
looks; can be tied around shoulders to look like a sweater 
for a preppy look

Misc. bandanas, 
scarves, buffs

versatile and good for different looks from farmhand to 
artiste; these can pack a big aesthetic punch

white gloves (like 
those flexible knit 
ones you can buy 
on the street)

high status females; 1950s; debutante

Hats beret French, artistic, sophisticated

baseball cap young boy; jock; pro sports player

Note: Many curtains and playing spaces are black. Look for pieces that have color (gray, white, 
etc) so you don’t blend into the background.
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